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February 10, I93 7

Dr. D. McMurray 
McGill University 
Montreal, Canada

Dear Doctor;

1 am int^reEted to know why you have not yet written me further about the 
preservation of your records in their original form. - the only proper way to 
p eserve records if we want to hand down to the future authentic facts. Un- 
e""a 16 preserve the .originals themselves, nothing will be authentic and re- 

cor^^ can e easily falsified. The Broadman Process preserves the originals.

Do you b„j.ieve your records so badly mutilated that you assume their 
vation impossible? You are in error if you think so. It will be a surprise 

° yoii to note vhe strength of each sheet thus processed. -e can preserve 
maa er copies of newspapers, files of newspapers no matter how old they 
ce, records and manuscripts of any kind or description, uend us a sample 
order and you will be convinced.
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mi.o you expect to wait with the preservation of your records until later, when 
the paper will be even more brittle? If you do so, the results will not be 
nearly as good, and more repair work will be needed. The sooner such records 
are preserved, the better. Our generation owes a duty to the future to preserve 
the redords of our day - perhaps the most important era in hugian history - and 
to hand them down to posterity in their original form.
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Enclosed please find a sample and price list, 
at ion, I shall be pleased to give you same.
I am,

If you need any specific inform- 
Hoping to hear from you very soon
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e/ft truly yours,
I

I

r. Joseph Broedman / v;1
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